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1.  Looking at the current City Council, on what issues would you say it has been particularly effective 

and, in your opinion, where has it been less effective? Why? 

 

Current City Councilmembers are the first legislative body in Seattle to represent individual Districts in 

almost 100 years.  City Council has been effective in more of an activist role on topics ranging from 

immigration to environmental protections to homelessness.  

  

Current City Council must listen and be more responsive to voter concerns.  More effective systems are 

needed in all City Council offices which often have chronically full voice mailboxes and constituent email 

requests for basic needs and services (sidewalk repairs, safety issues) go unanswered for weeks. 

  

Additionally, City Council has demonstrated less effective leadership in implementing solutions. 

Homelessness continues to be a major concern, as well as property crime and litter. Real people are 

reduced to causes and slogans, without meaningful help or lifelines in place.  Local business owners feel 

left behind and unconsidered while residents wonder if their voices will ever be heard. This disconnect 

has led to four Council members, a numerical majority, choosing not to seek reelection. 

  

The business tax is a perfect example, as City Council did not conduct outreach, listen or collaborate 

with businesses being impacted and had to walk it back. 

 

2. More than 52,000 daily transit riders from across all seven City Council districts use Third Avenue 

daily to get to and from their jobs in downtown Seattle. While Third Avenue acts as a front door to our 

downtown, it’s also the epicenter of the Seattle’s largest outdoor drug market. A recent report 

commissioned by DSA and neighborhood district partners has outlined a large amount of criminal 

activity across the city, including property crime, assaults and robberies, is being perpetrated by a small 

number of prolific offenders who cycle through the criminal justice system. Have you read the report? If 

elected to the Seattle City Council, what policies might you pursue to curb property crime and address 

these issues in downtown in order to make our streets safer for all? How might you work with your 

elected colleagues to enact these policies? 

Yes, I have read the report and it is obvious the City is not utilizing all the tools available to protect 

citizens and their property while simultaneously offering viable and sustainable treatment and 

rehabilitation options.  

  

As a public defender, I bring familiarity with both sides of our criminal justice system to the race.  While I 

do not favor criminalizing those struggling with homelessness, allowing property crimes to escalate is 



not working. We can and should be using the criminal justice system more effectively and protect the 

public from prolific offenders.  I would review past and investigate new programs such as: 

1) Review probation services and supervision, including possible reinstatement of the probation van 

which was formerly located on 2nd & 3rd Avenues between Pike and Pine Streets to pick up violators; 

2) Review the possibility of proposing a persistent offender felony program to address prolific offenders 

which would be activated once a 5th street misdemeanor occurs, shifting offenders to a cooperative 

court. 

 

If elected, I would work with fellow City Councilmembers to review, discuss and hear their feedback on 

the above proposals and obtain input on new proposals.  Presently, I am the only candidate with a 

significant background and knowledge in the criminal justice field, which includes a long history of 

mediation skills.  I would alert my fellow Councilmembers of my plans to submit draft proposals on 

these critical issues within the first 100 days in office, with the goal of having mutually agreed upon 

policies by June, 2020.  Voters are fatigued by the lack of leadership and meaningful solutions proposed 

by the current City Council.  The timing is excellent to foster a more collaborative team dynamic 

between new Councilmembers – which would result in an exciting and more successful landscape for 

City Council in decades. 

  

3. Homelessness continues to be the top issue facing Seattle, yet we have made little progress toward 

housing our homeless population. In your estimation, what is the City’s role in addressing this crisis? 

Where would you spend your energy, leadership and resources to have the greatest impact? 

The City continues to struggle when it comes to addressing homelessness and its track record on this 

critical issue is virtually impossible to defend.  Speeches and proposals for solutions have not produced 

significant results.  The City may have declared a Homelessness Emergency, however there is no urgency 

in their actions.  The data, as reported, is flawed.  

  

Pursuant to the Charter of the City of Seattle, the City’s role in addressing safety and many other critical 

issues is clearly stated: 

…For the purpose of protecting and enhancing the health, safety, environment, and general welfare of 

the people; to enable municipal government to provide services and meet the needs of the people 

efficiently; to allow fair and equitable participation of all persons in the affairs of the City; to provide for 

transparency, accountability, and ethics in governance and civil service; to foster fiscal responsibility; to 

promote prosperity and to meet the broad needs for a healthy, growing City… 

  

We must get back to basics – increase the level of sworn officers, expand community policing efforts 

with an emphasis on helping people into multiple areas of treatment, focus on the ‘housing first’ 

approach to address a lack of shelter options, which could be a launching pad to address other life 

issues. We must also establish an authentic engagement process with our neighborhoods to protect 

their character and quality of life. The restoration of the Community Service Officer program should also 

be moved forward.  I would work with local BIA’s and other community organizations to provide more 

City support where needed. 

  



Under the current City Council Committee structure, I would serve on or Chair the Housing, Health, 

Energy, and Workers’ Rights Committee and would introduce draft policies to address homelessness. For 

example, a transitional program which provides temporary housing and a broader support environment 

to help them transition into housing, job programs and other mechanisms to improve the safety net.  I 

would work with fellow Councilmembers, the Executive and relevant City Departments to find gaps in 

the budget to further increase housing options and remove barriers which slow down the permitting 

process.  I would also work with the Mayor and the County to be actively involved with the Regional 

Response MOU, signed last May. 

Finally, pushing forward on the Business Tax without broader consideration of the overall impacts was a 

serious error. 

4. Seattle's lack of housing options that are affordable to our low and moderate income employees is an 

important issue for DSA and its members. In the wake of MHA passing at Council, what kinds of new 

policies would you pursue to help expand the availability of affordable housing in Seattle? How might 

current zoning fit into your thinking? Who would you imagine working with to enact these policies? 

The MHA was a one-dimensional approach, due to its one-size-fits-all structure which doesn’t consider 

the character and quality of life of each individual neighborhood. Additionally, the ‘in-lieu of’ fees are 

too low.  Funds raised must be prioritized to remain in neighborhoods taking the up zone.  Now that 

MHA is reality, it’s imperative to consider those factors. Affordable housing can and should fit into 

existing neighborhoods as opposed to radically re-shaping and changing those landscapes.  

  

Seattle’s burst of new development has created more density and economic development.  Along with 

that growth, unintended consequences have occurred.  I would take a much closer look at striking a 

better balance between building new housing, which is virtually always more expensive, and finding 

ways to hold onto the City’s most affordable housing stock, reviewing zoning for upper floors in 

commercial zones and reviewing City owned properties to find opportunities for housing options. 

  

Mixed income neighborhoods and rent assistance have their place, as does new construction. If zoning 

needs to be adjusted, I’m willing to consider that. Steep and sudden rent increases must be curbed. I’m 

willing to work with tenants, landlords, and my colleagues on the Council to adopt fair policies to 

encourage affordable housing.   Housing should also be more closely aligned with the scale of 

neighborhoods and offers affordable living space. 

The City must get back to basics and review its planning process, which lags behind.  Zoning is not 

planning.  We must also improve permitting to further streamline the current arduous process.  I would 

work with the City’s planning department, external stakeholders and of course impacted neighborhoods 

to strike a better balance in the City’s zoning / planning process and look at neighborhood plans which 

have been primarily mothballed. 

5. Between 2010 to 2018, downtown Seattle added over 85,000 jobs. During this time, we have seen a 

major shift in how the majority of people get to and around downtown, with percentage of people 

driving alone to their jobs shrinking to roughly 25%. Still, as the regional transportation and economic 



hub, downtown street space is at a premium. What steps do we need to take over the next two-to-four 

years to ensure that people can access downtown and that our streets work well for all users? 

The challenge of improving traffic while making the downtown corridor more walkable and accessible to 

transit is ongoing. Unfortunately, each new transportation method creates its own difficulties. For 

example, we have light rail through the city, at the expense of buses that used the tunnel. Now that bus 

traffic is shifted to surface streets, particularly 3rd Avenue, these moves are creating another logjam. 

Parking is limited, streets are congested, and it is a challenge to stay in front of the problem. 

Over the next 2-4 years, we’ll have a chance to evaluate how the solutions are working. Are more people 

taking transit? Is business foot traffic staying in line with expectations? Is light rail exclusivity in the tunnel 

helping surface traffic, or is increased bus traffic making things worse? This is what I think we should be 

evaluating in the short term. 

6. DSA currently manages and activates Westlake and Occidental Square Parks through an agreement 

with the City, which has allowed us to bring furniture, programming, staffing and security into these 

parks, as we work to make them welcoming for all. We also manage McGraw Square with some of the 

same types of activities. What is your view of this type of public/private partnership as the City 

contemplates major new public space opportunities along the waterfront and above Interstate-5? 

  

I fully support public/private partnerships to provide as much ‘skin in the game’ as possible for public 

projects. This method has met with great success where implemented, and I believe the Council should 

seek to expand these opportunities. This is an area where I can leverage my involvement with the 

business community to identify potential projects that could benefit from this approach. 

  

These partnerships improve our ability to highlight exactly what our council needs: learn to work more 

collaboratively that make Seattle what it has been, is and what it can be. 

As the current VP of the Board of Allied Arts, I truly and fully support the WFA project and opportunities 

presented by LID I-5 

7. Downtown Seattle is the economic center of the region, with large and small businesses employing 

more than 300,000 people. However, economic success for employers and employees are continuously 

strained by unpredictable and burdensome regulations and taxes being imposed at the city level. How 

will you work to ensure that there is more predictability and consideration for employers to support 

growth in jobs, retail, restaurants and investment in downtown? 

This is a matter of listening to business owners. Regulation and taxes are necessary but should not be so 

onerous that they make it impossible to conduct business. The Council appears to make policy decisions 

without talking to those who would be most impacted. This must change. Business owners want what’s 

best for the city, they want to contribute, and they need to be heard. 

  

We must also create more stability in the Office of Economic Development.  Many business stakeholders 

have expressed their concerns about how OED operates and conducts outreach across the city.  As 



mentioned earlier, BIA’s should be better supported and we should strengthen and improve 

partnerships with Chambers and other business organizations and associations. 

  

8. In 2015, a city report looked at Seattle’s commercial development capacity and determined we could 

absorb another 115,000 jobs by 2035. Yet, in the last three years alone, we have added over 23,000 

jobs, indicating that we are likely to surpass our growth targets much earlier than anticipated. Seattle 

has limited existing zoning capacity, and inadequate permitting systems in place to accommodate the 

future demand for commercial development. Where might you look to expand our city’s capacity in this 

regard? 

Seattle has a history of underestimating growth levels and must be constantly evaluating processes in 

response to new facts on the ground. We’re fortunate to have a growing job base. Infrastructure, 

zoning, and permitting must be evaluated and tweaked to keep pace. I will work with my colleagues on 

the Council to make the changes needed to protect the character of our city while accommodating 

growth. A booming job market is good for our city and good for our region. We need to facilitate that 

market without choking off growth. 

  

Council must work with the business community to further understand and track what the city can do to 

not only keep pace with, but manage the growth:  earlier permitting, striking a better balance between 

market rate and affordable housing. 

  

9. As the City strives to allocate limited resources to manage and activate our complex urban 

environment, it has increasingly turned to Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) for support. These BIAs 

build community capacity and give agency and tools to local communities to address their own 

priorities. What is your view of these groups and their impact? 

I favor expansion and ongoing support of BIA’s, which are incredibly effective models in addressing 

neighborhood needs and revitalizing communities. I will work with neighborhood leaders and my 

colleagues on the Council to expand the formation of BIA’s. 

10.   Downtown is not only one of the fastest-growing residential neighborhood in the region, but also the 

jobs center of Seattle. If you are elected to serve on the City Council, how would you go about balancing 

the needs of your district with the City has a whole? What are the top issues facing your district and how 

do you see them intersecting with the issues at play in downtown? 

District 1 primarily encompasses West Seattle and stretches to South Park, but every area of our city 

depends on the business corridor as Seattle’s beating heart. It’s hard to imagine a scenario where 

something good for downtown would be bad for the 1st District, but in such a case I would be obligated 

to place the needs of those I represent front and center. Ideally, there would be room to improve 

whatever proposal on the table to benefit both District 1 and 7, and striking that balance would be my 

aim. 

  



The point of Districts is to give a voice to those neighborhoods to focus on issues which impact them the 

most.  The largest needs are Citywide needs, will focus with Council on addressing broader homeless, 

safety and transportation issues.  In D1, I will focus on ST3 to secure the best light rail option, supporting 

local businesses to help them thrive, addressing basic infrastructure needs. 

  

  

  

  
 


